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Shared Code Ackowledgement Form

By signing, you agree to all following terms. Please read carefully.

Agency Name

Agency Principal

One code/login per agency. This allows for ease of navigating the portal and allows ASNOA to reconcile the accounting in a more 
efficient manner.

All policies must be accurately entered in Epic within 24 hours. This is the method Allegiance/ASNOA uses to identify the Agent of 
Record. Failure to enter policies and ensure that policy downloads have occurred correctly within the Agency Management System 
may result in a forfeiture of commission.

NO SWEEPS. All billing must be direct billed. The agency is not to accept payment from a client on a shared code. 

You must provide communication to the insured after binding any policy with a shared code – commonly referred to as a ”Welcome 
Kit”. This communication will identify you as the insured’s agent, and provide your contact information and instruction to contact you 
directly should the insured require and servicing of their policy.

Must attend any requested trainings/webinars. Engagement is key to success with the carriers, and you must abide by all carrier 
direction and underwriting guidelines.

Your code may be terminated if there is no activity or if you have not accessed the carrier’s portal within any 30 day window.

Should an errors and omissions claim arise out of your placement of designated products through a shared code, you and your 
agency will be responsible for all costs associated with such claim, including and not limited all applicable E & O policy deductibles.  

ASNOA recognizes your customers under a shared code as your own. You are responsible for all accuracy, maintenance and service of 
these policies and customers.

You are responsible for the privacy and security of your customers’ data and information. You must also take every measure to 
ensure the privacy and security of other customers’ and affiliates’ information that may be visible on any carrier portal where this 
information is shared. 

You must contact the appropriate carrier service dept for any policy questions or support. If they are unable to support, you will 
contact your carrier rep. If they are unable to support or are unresponsive, please contact ASNOA (this is the same process for any 
appointment).

If the opportunity to get your own “direct code” is approved by the carrier, the understanding is that the existing business is not 
considered “new business”.

Any violation of the above items can result in penalty up to and including loss of access. Transition from a shared to direct 
code will be reviewed on an annual basis only - $50,000 in new premium within a given year is a typical standard of 
achievement to be considered for your own code.

Signature

Date
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